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The Convention for the Safeguarding of the 

Intangible Cultural Heritage defines the intangible 

cultural heritage as the practices, representations, 

expressions, as well as the knowledge and skills 

(including instruments, objects, artefacts, cultural 

spaces), that communities, groups and, in some 

cases, individuals recognise as part of their cultural 

heritage. It is sometimes called living cultural 

heritage



A fundamental challenge for designers and the 

design community is to move from designing “things” 

(objects) to designing Things (socio-material 

assemblies)



designing “things” (objects) 

with lower case

Designing Things (socio-material assemblies)

with upper case



my own research





translated 

part of the narrative

reminder

Holistic view



Fragmentary view



understand

re-connect

understand

re-connect

design connect the dots 



www.designfor.co



proposed model





research through research, learn and 

understand the meaning of 

visual forms and symbols 

relevant to this worldview

research feeds into 

inspiration to create 

meaningful and culturally 

respectful designs that will 

remain relevant in today’s 

world.



design learn by making, to 

understand methods and 

materials in the process of 

traditional craft making

design new ideas that 

recognises and respects the 

importance of the cultural and 

material context



community provide our collaborators 

with designs that can 

support the economy of local 

communities

importance placed in the 

well being of communities 

for the maintenance of their 

cultural heritage in a 

sustainable way



fieldtrips to understand the meanings 

in the material culture



Silk Craftsman Research Participants







not for profit collaborators







references and examples









outsider’s voice















words used to describe concepts

composition

color 

shape

















words used to describe concepts

textiles

technique

mood



insider’s voice













words used to describe concepts

pride

identity





statement











words used to describe project

identity



craft and globalization























corporations























technique and colors





































back to our project



understanding meaning





Mind maps with meanings around transcendence



visual exploration: word map



connecting meaning to form



connecting meaning to form

designing collections with three meanings for 

cosmic serpent:

fertility

duality

transcendence



nak taun tao

fertility collection



Doré, A. (2008, January 9-11). Introduction to Lao 

Traditional Weaving Patterns: History and Meaning. 

Paper presented at the 10th international 

Conference on Thai Studies. Bangkok, Thailand.

Pattern of two serpents lined horizontally, heads apart but 

bodies intermingled: it means Ngoek intercourse.”







nak phanh hang

duality collection



Doré, A. (2008, January 9-11). Introduction to Lao 

Traditional Weaving Patterns: History and Meaning. 

Paper presented at the 10th international 

Conference on Thai Studies. Bangkok, Thailand.

“Pattern of a two-headed serpent standing vertically in ‘V’ 

shape: in fact it is two serpents with tails enlaced. 

This figure would be the illustration of the Fuxi and Nüwa 

myth.”







Kong nak

transcendence collection



Doré, A. (2008, January 9-11). Introduction to Lao 

Traditional Weaving Patterns: History and Meaning. 

Paper presented at the 10th international 

Conference on Thai Studies. Bangkok, Thailand.

“Succession of serpents means travelling of Ngoeks, mainly 

between heaven and earth.”







learn by making















final collections

colors and prototypes



























sharing with community



workshop











exhibition at 

asian civilizations museum











symposium on 

cosmic serpent in asia







exhibition at 

national design center











roundtable on

cosmic serpent in laos





what we accomplished

design of things

few collection of products

Design of Things

designer as facilitator among stakeholders

re-think position of craft in 21st century

sense pride and identity



what is ahead

design fo things

share patterns with collaborators

Ddesign fo Things

create a  quality label

compile information of cosmic serpent to Laos weavers



conclusion



designers needs to truly understand 

culture



and Design of Things

can contribute to Heritage



thank you






